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Introduction 
The Infrastructure Victoria team has worked hard to produce a comprehensive analysis with 95 draft 

recommendations for Victoria’s infrastructure future. An integrated assessment like this is an 

important guide, and IV’s annual reviews of progress provide a mechanism to hold the government 

to account.  

This submission has several elements. First, it steps back to look at some fundamental issues related 

to infrastructure. It discusses the ‘Navigate Energy Transition’ section. It then comments on selected 

recommendations. 

A broad reframing 

Beyond physical infrastructure 
Virtual delivery of services, and virtual systems can provide services without physical movement or 

the need for physical infrastructure. Information and data analytics can provide useful information 

to a decision maker at the right time, in the right form to provide ‘actionable insights’, and to 

motivate action. It can therefore reduce or avoid dependence on physical infrastructure and 

optimise its use.  This disrupts demand for physical infrastructure, changing the scale and nature of 

demand. 

‘Enabling hard and soft’ infrastructure 
There is an important role for IV to encourage investment in enablers that can redefine the need for 

infrastructure and optimise its use.  

These ‘enabling’ infrastructure elements include: 

• Digitalisation and communications 

• Distributed, modular, flexible manufacturing capacity that is compatible with a zero emission 

economy, implemented as rapidly as possible and including incentives for creative action to 

create and trade quality carbon offsets 



• Modular physical equipment and assets with long lives and multiple owners over their lives 

that drive demand for community/public infrastructure, such a houses and cars. The second 

and later owners are constrained and ongoing impacts ‘locked-in’ by the decisions made by 

builders/manufacturers and initial buyers. Cars and dwellings are examples of this pervasive 

infrastructure that is treated as an individual’s asset for each owner over its life.  

• Provision of infrastructure that actively supports expansion of zero carbon activities and 

lifestyles, eg safe and comprehensive infrastructure to minimise the need for travel, support 

zero carbon personal mobility devices and ‘first and last kilometre freight solutions as they 

integrate with public transport, and zero emission energy solutions.  

There is a legitimate public sector role in shaping the long term performance of these types of 

infrastructure, due to their economic, social and environmental impacts on our society. Much of this 

impact is determined or heavily influenced by decisions made during design, construction and 

decision-making by the initial buyer, when owned by serial entities.  

 

Aspects of this enabling infrastructure are regulated or influenced by government. For example, cars 

must meet safety standards, new dwellings must meet building codes. But such interventions often 

reflect ‘lowest common denominator’ performance, and important aspects may not be addressed.  

Flexible, modular, incremental, resilient infrastructure to cope with disruptive change 
We live in a time of disruptive change. By the time a major project is completed, competing solutions 

or changing conditions may disrupt it. Adaptable solutions that capture economies of scale through 

replication and economies of scale through volume of production rather than size are important. 

The railway crossing replacement program seems to have made extensive use of modular and 

prefabricated solutions. Can a new road be adapted to replace one lane with low speed personal 

mobility devices? Can multi-storey carparks be converted for other uses? Can ‘mining’ of old landfills 

for resources provide input materials for local modular manufacturing to provide a larger proportion 

of the materials, goods and services we need? 

After our recent experience of a pandemic, with associated dislocation, demand for different 

infrastructure options is emerging. Local sub-offices near home, solutions that help adaption of high 

density buildings to provide safe air quality and basic access to outdoor areas or balconies seem 

likely to attract interest and potentially maintain the attraction of higher density housing.  

Motivating change – pricing as just one of many necessary tools 
This draft report seems to rely on pricing of services to influence consumer and community 

behaviour. While this is important, it does not always influence change, and it often must be used as 

one element of a package of policy tools. While infrastructure costs may be high, politically viable 

levels of pricing, or even full cost pricing, may be a small component of service costs or perceived 

value of an action. In many cases, the activity may be seen as essential or unavoidable. For example, 

studies of use of energy pricing to reduce peak demand have suggested that, for a busy family with 

young children, behaviour change to save a few dollars on energy in the early evening is perceived as 

impossible by harried parents. And purchase of home-delivered food may be seen as priceless! 

Virtual infrastructure is changing the value of time. Many people prefer to travel on public transport 

instead of driving, so they can use the internet for entertainment, connecting with friends or 

working.  If there is enough seating capacity and good wifi.  



Comments on ‘Navigate the Energy Transition’ 
People and businesses do not want energy for its own sake. They want services they perceive to be 

useful. These often involve some energy input, but the amount, timing and type of energy can vary 

enormously depending on many factors. 

So the best approach is to apply a ‘services and systems’ approach in which the fundamental 

services being provided are defined, then the energy required to deliver these through a system of 

technological, social and financial systems is estimated. 

If we apply this to transport, we see that much transport is used to gain access to services. On-line 

services can often avoid this need to travel – and save the time that would have been spent 

traveling. Similarly, people want comfortable, safe, healthy homes they can afford to live in, not 

heating and cooling. In Victoria’s climate a well-designed house needs little or no heating and 

cooling. 

This draft paper takes the usual approach, which is the reverse of this. It looks at the demand profile, 

then tries to ‘manage’ it. This locks thinking into incrementalism and a focus on 

supporting/protecting the supply system by distorting user behaviour and technologies to suit.   

The focus of the discussion on electricity (p.37) is wholesale and distribution costs associated with 

our present centralised system. The reality is that retail prices are what most consumers see: they 

are much higher, and structured in ways that smear price signals and reduce risk for the energy 

supply sector through high fixed charges. Further, there is more investment in energy infrastructure 

behind the meter (equipment that uses more or less electricity) than there is in the whole energy 

supply system. So efforts to optimise only supply side costs fail to deliver overall optimum costs and 

outcomes. 

Energy efficiency is discussed (p.38) and some of its potential is acknowledged. Global leaders (eg 

International Energy Agency and some EU countries) have now adopted the approach of ‘energy 

efficiency first’. This does not just reduce energy costs and emissions, but also delivers multiple 

benefits that are often far more valuable than the energy saved.  My work with the Australian 

Alliance for Energy Productivity (A2EP) among others has explored this potential in a number of 

reports.  

There is no doubt that disruptive change is occurring in energy. Different end use technologies and 

business models are shifting control and power behind the meter, and our centralised supply-side 

energy culture is struggling to adapt. Western Australia is a leader in taking consumers off the grid in 

rural areas, because their energy rules were designed to support this economically rational shift.  

Much of the change in energy is actually being driven by end use technology and business model 

changes. Distributed modular flexible efficient electric manufacturing equipment is freeing 

businesses from dependence on access to gas, while allowing smaller businesses to outcompete 

large factories.  

There is great scope for the Victorian government to use its legislative and regulatory power over 

energy network operators and retailers to more actively pursue change. For example, around 5% of 

households use 15% of household electricity. Energy retailers and network operators know exactly 

which households are high consumers.  So it should be simple for them to implement programs that 

target those households, to help them to cut demand. But government will probably have to 

intervene to accelerate such action. 



Excessive focus on large scale physical energy infrastructure is increasingly risky, as virtual, modular 

alternatives are much more nimble. An example here is battery storage technology. Batteries are 

undermining the role of gas-fired power generators. They are now competing with transmission line 

expansions. Network operators are beginning to roll out batteries for street level transformers with 

innovative business models attractive to nearby households with PV. So care should be taken when 

planning new electricity infrastructure! 

  

For comments on the draft recommendations in this section, see my Table of comments on all 

recommendations.  

 

Comments on selected Recommendations 
No. Topic Comments 

1 Shift to EV buses, 
freight, charging 
infrastructure, policies 
for EVs 

Support, but EV cars are a ‘almost as bad as IC cars’ solution 
because they occupy space, create congestion etc – least 
efficient way of moving people. Safe, connected, integrated 
infrastructure for e-personal mobility, linked to PT and provision 
to carry approved e-scooters etc and bikes on ALL PT  

2. Augment electricity 
transmission 

A more sophisticated approach is needed that utilises off-grid, 
micro-grid, energy storage, demand management, energy 
efficiency, innovative business models, etc to minimise need for 
new physical infrastructure, optimise resilience and minimise 
societal costs and emissions.  

4 7-star homes in 2022, 8-
star in 2025 

Does not adequately focus on summer performance – NCC 2019 
weak separate summer and winter targets are a small step in the 
right direction, but NatHERS does not give proper credit to 
adjustable external shading and vegetation (may need to be 
modelled in a non-rating mode?) 

5 Mandated home energy 
disclosure scheme 

Yes. But there is a lot of potential to apply data analytics to 
existing smart meter and gas data through a remote program 
(much cheaper than present scorecard) to analyse energy use 
and provide recommendations. 

6 Govt building EE 
program 

Essential for govt to ‘practise what it preaches’ – Green Govt 
Bldgs provides a useful framework, but needs more $ 

7 Use pricing to cut peak 
elect demand 

Retail business tariffs are complicated and fail to send signals. 
Residential variable pricing not shown to be very effective in 
most cases – more user-friendly/automated models needed with 
valued rewards, not price penalties 

8 Revise outdated ‘pro-
gas’ development and 
building policies 

Agree: we need flexible, fast roll-out zero emission options for 
buildings. 

9 Include climate 
scenarios and carbon 
cost in infrastructure 
assessment 

Agree. Maybe include ‘high impact’ sensitivity study and 
compare net cost (factoring in cost of adaptation/impacts) of 
high vs ‘standard’ impact scenarios 

10 Review climate impacts Should be integrated into 9. 

11 Water supply sources Evaluation of scope for reduction in water use as well as supply 
options, with common costing framework 



12, 
13 

Integrated water cycle 
management, decision-
making 

Shouldn’t this be part of 11 

14 Modern agricultural 
irrigation 

Yes – work with Ag Vic to optimise water use, energy eff, RE etc 

15 Upgrade emergency 
water network 

Explain what this is for – bushfires? Building and industrial fires? 
Potential to reduce fire risk? 

16 Protect coasts A long term ‘climate reality based’ approach is needed. 
Unfortunately this means withdrawing from some areas 

17 Autonomous car regs 
and infrastructure 

Good to plan ahead and have watching brief on leaders. Need to 
plan to manage potential negative aspects, eg empty cars 
‘circulating’  

18 Integrated transport 
charging 

A good eg of a digital enabler. We should also be providing 
smart, secure storage facilities at PT stops for parcels, e-
scooters, bikes etc. If e-scooters are designed to be light and 
compact, as costs fall more people will own their own instead of 
hiring, so they will want to store at PT stops and carry them on 
PT  

19 Include personal 
mobility devices in 
regulation 

Yes! High priority. But it needs to allow for innovation and 
encourage smart safety devices such as pedestrian sensors and 
auto speed management 

20 Integrate provision for 
all modes into road 
planning 

This should be the over-arching policy agenda, and should 
apply to all transport modes and destination planning. 

21 Innovative health care Telehealth infrastructure is critically important. Also provision 
for virtual visiting people in health care important 

22 Modernise courts This is yet another eg of digitalisation enabling delivery of 
services virtually. Maybe a high level recommendation on 
driving infrastructure and service models to build digital 
delivery ? 

23 Modernise policing Makes sense but must be carefully managed to maintain human 
rights 

24 Optimise Port of 
Melbourne 

Future demand may differ from forecasts as virtual solutions 
replace physical products. Zero emission transport to/from port 
important. E-trucks may be more flexible in operation than 
traditional trucks? Rail? 

25 Protect Bay West port 
option 

Seems important as opposition to Westernport seems unlikely to 
ease. 

27 Build outer metro 
road/rail 

Demand for these may change from forecasts if global 
population stabilises and virtual solutions replace many physical 
ones?  

28 Improve recycling 
infrastructure 

Need an overarching framework that puts avoiding need for 
physical materials/products top priority, then 
dematerialisation through design and advanced materials 

29 Markets for recycled 
materials 

Critical to a viable net zero impact economy. Strong drivers 
needed to influence procurement staff 

30 Optimise kerbside 
recovery 

A key part of a bigger system 

32 Develop plans for 
priority long-term 
infrastructure 

This is an overarching activity. Maybe a user-friendly ‘gaming’ 
tool that students, community and professionals can ‘play’ with 
to explore options – a bit like Sim-City, to understand 



complexities and explore ‘left field’ solutions, test assumptions 
(eg population) 

34 Fil gaps in transport 
infrastructure 

A key challenge is the design of outer suburbs that relies on car 
use – eg Werribee: every destination is too far to walk and 
personal mobility infrastructure is poor. 

35 Locate housing in 
established areas 

Consolidation is critically important, but politically contentious. 
And covid response seems to be desire for more private space: 
we need designs and education to promote higher density with 
access to fresh air and shared public spaces, and to highlight 
value of convenient access to services 

36 Affordable housing Critically important but unfortunately failures of governments to 
reduce inflationary pressures on house prices and rents 
undermines this. Need multiple policies, though building more 
social housing will help 

37 Interconnected open 
space 

Critically important. And it should incorporate personal 
transport networks 

38 Pedestrian 
infrastructure 

Part of a broader strategy? 

   

   

39  Cycling infrastructure Part of a broader strategy? 

40 Improved data on 
benefits of personal 
mobility infrastructure 

Essential: underpins planning, engagement and action 

41 Reallocate road space Duplicates earlier recommendations. Requires sophisticated 
strategy to manage pushback creatively 

42, 
43 

Redesign tram system Agree 

44 Accessible tram stops Part of a broader program to improve accessibility 

45 Peak/offpeak PT pricing Evidence that this works? Positive incentives to shift, linked to 
influencing reasons for travel, rather than price penalties are 
more likely to be effective. 

46 Vary costs of different 
PT 

Not sure about this – social justice issues? Favours users of 
existing services over extensions? 

47 Abolish free tram zone Tricky one. A lot of people like/need short distance trams to get 
around the city. Maybe dedicated very open shuttle trams within 
CBD for local use?? Swap over at edge of CBD? 

48 Shift from annual fixed 
fees to distance based 
for EVs then all 

Unpopular! Relies on honesty and still ends up being an annual 
fee. If used tracking and auto charging would raise privacy 
concerns. Widespread sense of entitlement…..  Crude as it 
doesn’t distinguish between variations in real time value of use 
of a road. No easy option! 

50 Parking pricing If you introduce pricing you have to ensure people feel they have 
options, otherwise they feel ‘victimised’. So positive incentives 
to use personal mobility options to PT, park (e-bike etc) and ride 
PT etc. And maybe new uses of ex-carparks used for highly 
valued, enjoyed activities, not sold off for development? 

52 Congestion pricing Really tied to road user pricing……. Present tollways provide a 
starting point to acceptance? But again, alternatives must be 
provided to avoid people feeling victimised 



56 Fund accessible building 
infrastructure 

Agree.  

57 Renew public housing Agree. But ensure access to open space, social dimension 

58 Renewal public 
hospitals 

Integrate into broader health care transformation to virtual 
solutions 

59 Build back better after 
emergencies 

Control exploitation by insurance companies, builders etc. 
Facilitate relocation from sites with long term higher risk 

60 Redefine critical 
infrastructure 

See my introductory comments 

62 Bus network Why is this separate from other recommendations re PT? 

67 Protect option for cross-
city motorway 

Plan for alternatives to a cross-city motorway using virtual 
solutions and space efficient transport options…. 

68 Priorities for growing 
area infrastructure  

Do this within a context of trying to redirect development to 
existing areas. Require them to be ‘walking neighbourhoods’ 

70  outer suburban road 
network 

Development should focus on low carbon low cost, compact 
transport options, not cars and trucks. 

71 Tree canopy Agree, but careful what kinds of vegetation and consider active 
urban biomass production strategy to produce biogas, fertilisers 

72 Indigenous co-design We can learn a lot…. 

73 Social housing Integrate with earlier recommendations 

74-
76 

More hospitals Integrate with earlier recommendations 

77-
80 

Upgrade regional 
infrastructure 

Agree 

81 Upgrade regional power 
supply 

See earlier recommendation re alternatives to poles and wires. 
Advanced modular mfg/processing and digital/connected 
solutions are key – see my presentation to Beyond Zero 
Emissions mtg on ‘Re-energising rural and regional communities’ 

   

82 Build nature-based and 
indigenous tourism 

And low C transport for tourists. Integrate tourism roles into a 
wide range of local businesses 

84 More leases in national 
parks 

This would require careful consultation and respect for 
maintenance of environmental, heritage value 

85 Regional PT Consider safe routes for personal mobility devices in and around 
country towns and cities and innovative modes of PT – maybe 
suits trials of autonomous vehicles 

86 Improve regional 
telecoms 

Crucial. 

88 
89 
90 

Use rural schools and 
multi-service facilities 
for community services  

This should be done across all schools and communities – need 
to ensure easy access 

91 Climate-adapted 
facilities 

This should apply to all areas, not just rural! 

92-
94 

Expand social facilities Agree 

95 Climate-adapted social 
housing 

This should apply to all areas. Important that bedrooms are cool 
enough in summer for people to sleep and recover from the 
day’s heat 

   

 



Future Gas and Energy 
Vulnerability

From ‘Circle of Influence’ (1987) and ‘Fuel for Unrest’ (1982)

Fellow, University of Melbourne Climate and 
Energy College

Scoping vulnerabilities in the transition to a 

lower carbon gas future

Wednesday, 9 September 2020 2:30 –

4.30pm On-line

Warrnambool town gas plant



What are low-carbon gas options?

• Supply options:
• Biogas (+ Carbon Capture & Storage for 

negative emissions!)

• Hydrogen from renewable electricity or
fossil fuel + Carbon Capture & Storage

• Carbon offsets (transitional?)

• Blend H2 and fossil gas (transition) 

• Demand-side options:
• Traditional gas appliances adapted to H2

• Fuel cell (65% electricity, 20-30% heat) with 
waste heat storage/use 

• Cogeneration (25-50% electricity, up to 50% 
heat) with waste heat storage/use 

• Electricity from H2 + electric heat pump

• Gas engine driven heat pump

• Use heat for cooling – absorption etc

• High efficiency buildings and appliances

SOURCE: https://theconversation.com/time-to-get-real-amid-the-hydrogen-
hype-lets-talk-about-what-will-actually-work-144579
Hydrogen pathways. Staffell et al 2018. The role of hydrogen and fuel cells 
in the global energy system 

HYDROGEN



Possible impacts on Victorian household gas bills of options –
assuming no change in gas use 
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2019 wholesale gas price assumed to be $8/GJ. 
Contribution of ‘other costs, daily charges’ not 
shown for future options

Apart from low cost biogas, 
future low/zero emission gas 
options will cost more per unit 
of gas

High efficiency buildings and 
end-use technologies could cut 
gas use to offset higher unit 
costs

But gas options must compete 
with other options, eg on-site 
use of renewable electricity (+ 
energy storage) with high 
efficiency electric technologies



A short term complication: fossil gas 
demand and supply 
AEMO 2019 Victorian Gas Planning Report 

Will winter gas prices increase?

Gas demand peaks in winter, driven mainly by building heating 
and extreme weather
Average daily demand: residential 305 TJ/day, commercial 99.5 TJ/day
NOTE: gas for electricity generation is additional (~15 TJ/day)

Victorian gas production is expected to decline, 
creating pressure to find more gas, import LNG, 
manage trade with other states/LNG producers, shift to 
alternative gas sources, other energy sources and 
energy efficiency improvement (buildings and 
appliances)

NOTE demand includes Victorian 
gas-fired electricity generation



Emission intensity of electricity is falling; gas maybe increasing
AEMO Integrated System Plan 2020 (https://aemo.com.au/energy-systems/major-publications/integrated-system-
plan-isp/2020-integrated-system-plan-isp#Final 2020 ISP ) p.98

Electricity emissions are falling, increasing 
numbers of consumers are installing 
‘behind-the-meter’ generation and storage

Fossil gas emission impact is increasing, at 
least in short term, due to:
• Shift to Coal Seam Gas and new gas fields 

with higher CO2 content and significant 
methane leakage

• Methane (leakage) 3 times higher climate 
impact over 20 years than ‘official accounting 
period’ of 100 years (even then, it is ~25 
times more impact than CO2)

• Using fossil gas to produce hydrogen 
increases emissions until Carbon Capture & 
Storage, biogas and/or renewable H2 are 
introduced 
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http://www.nathers.gov.au/files/publications/NatHERS%20Star%20bands.pdf  
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many countries
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flows, ignoring equipment 
efficiencies. Energy levels vary 
for different climate zones

Access to energy-efficient homes cuts heating costs, reduces gas sales

80% 
reduction 
potential



Transition issues
• Would shift to electricity from gas drive expensive electricity network upgrades 

to cope with winter peak? It depends on: 
• Relative size of summer vs winter electricity peaks (summer ~2000MW higher Vic 2019)

• Mix of solar, wind, hydro and storage – seasonal and daily electricity availability and cost

• Building thermal efficiency 

• Improvement in efficiency of both electric and gas appliances, equipment in all sectors 

• Role of EV charging and export to grid

• Demand response, management, storage, targeting of electricity efficiency measures

• Demand-side gas options – eg fuel cell + heat pump or convert traditional gas heaters?

• Relative costs and impacts of transition depend on:
• Infrastructure investment costs and how costs of underutilisation are managed, allocated

• Structures of retail energy tariffs

• Technology development and choices

• Policy interventions – upgrade programs, financing, incentives, regulation, etc



Hypothetical all-electric peak winter day? 
Electricity system designed for peak summer day 
AND substantial scope for energy efficiency (in 
addition, DR, DM, storage, EV management, etc)
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KEY MESSAGES

Whether we go with gas or electricity, or a combination to achieve a low 
carbon energy future, we must:

• Aggressively upgrade building energy efficiency – both existing and new for 
healthy, comfortable, safe and affordable living

• Ensure very high efficiency, ‘smart’ appliances are installed and well-
managed – digital analytics will play a key role

• Ensure vulnerable households get priority through strong policy, data-
driven targeting, creative financing, technology development, up-skilling etc

• Act fast




